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ational health care reform and scrutiny on rising health care
costs have created a climate in which health care providers
must improve the value, or quality per cost,1 of patient care. Radiology in particular is at an important crossroads given the heavy
use of imaging and the associated large percentage of health care
expenditures.2 At this critical juncture, it is important for radiologists to take responsibility for delivering the highest possible
value of imaging and actively contribute to institutional and national solutions for providing the highest valued patient care.3,4
Only with such active participation will radiologists be able to
illustrate our role as an important cornerstone for health care
delivery and secure our positions as decisive members of the
health care team.

HOW RADIOLOGISTS CAN ADD VALUE
Value is a measure of quality efficiency and has been defined as
quality per cost.1 Quality in radiology may be defined as the ability
to obtain the right imaging examination at the right time with
accurate, readily available, and actionable interpretations. There
are several steps of the imaging process at which radiologists have
the opportunity to further improve patient care and health care
efficiency, and serve as valued resources to patients and referring
clinicians.5 The following are examples of how radiologists can
add value in their practice.

ACQUIRING QUALITY IMAGES
Most imaging orders are created by a referring physician who does
not have imaging expertise. Thus, it is not surprising that the initial
order may not always be the safest and most effective examination. As
imaging experts, radiologists can insure that the right study gets done
at the right time in the most effective way (ie, with or without contrast). This “consultation” occurs daily in many practices and is referred to as protocoling. For example, neuroradiologists add considerable value in developing and choosing between complex MR
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imaging protocols to answer a targeted clinical question. These protocols differ when evaluating pathology in different central nervous
system locations such as is seen with imaging neoplasms in the brain,
skull base, spine, or head and neck. Despite the value of this service,
most patients and referring physicians are not even aware of the radiologist’s effort. This can be taken a step further by developing radiology consultation services,6 thereby formalizing our role as specialist
consultants, and facilitating access for both physicians and patients to
the radiologist.
As imaging experts, radiologists also serve important institutional roles by contributing to equipment selection, technologist
training, and the maintenance of quality metrics to help ensure
that diagnostic quality images are produced. Furthermore, radiologists are responsible for developing new image protocols to
reduce radiation dose, while still maintaining diagnostic quality.
In addition, radiologists monitor radiation dosimetry for all patients, staff, and civilians, enforcing policies to reduce unnecessary exposure. As image experts, radiologists are critical to all
aspects of developing a quality image.

IMAGE INTERPRETATION
Fee-for-service payment models have resulted in radiologists being rewarded for the efficient and accurate interpretation of imaging studies. However, value should not be measured on the
basis of a single imaging study but rather considered in the context of the patient’s medical condition. By using tools and information increasingly available to the radiologist at the time of image interpretation, the radiologist may create reports that not only
describe the imaging study performed but increase value by guiding the care of the imaged patient. Radiologists must take into
context the clinical scenario and put forth interpretations that are
relevant with differential diagnoses that are plausible. The increasing availability of electronic medical records allows the radiologist to review images with the added context provided by operative notes, outpatient clinic notes, laboratory testing, and
pathology results. Such context often results in a more informed
and useful differential diagnosis; for example, identifying focal
neurologic symptoms helps to focus the image interpretation of
patients with acute stroke and may lead to the increased discovery
of subtle findings such as a hyperattenuated vessel sign or early
ischemic changes that may otherwise be overlooked. When adeAJNR Am J Neuroradiol 35:1883– 84
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quate information is not readily available in the medical record,
consultations with the ordering physicians, other members of a
patient’s health care team, and the patient serve to acquire the
necessary information and increase the visibility of the
radiologist.
Furthermore, we can enhance the relevance of our interpretations by providing reports that synthesize all available imaging
modalities across all organ systems, not just the most recent prior
examination of a specific technique or body part. Subspecialization in radiology has led to nuanced reporting from expert imagers, particularly in the case of neuroradiology studies, which are
largely interpreted by subspecialists in academic institutions and
even in the community. However, it can also result in multiple
reports for a single patient, even within the same care episode,
leaving referring physicians to reconcile these multiple and potentially conflicting reports even though they may not have the
expertise to understand the nuanced reports and the strengths
and limitations of the used imaging modalities, or the ability to
re-examine the images in a holistic patient context. Radiologists
as imaging experts have the skills to do so, uniquely qualifying
them to improve service and optimize care for our patients.
The greatest opportunity to provide value is when patients are
new to a health care system and arrive with prior outside imaging.
By facilitating the availability of such imaging to the new health
care system and providing reports summarizing findings in a holistic patient context, repeat and often unnecessary studies can be
reduced, ultimately allowing for more efficient and effective care
of the patient.

BEYOND IMAGE INTERPRETATION
Still, providing more valuable reports is not enough. The value
provided by the radiologist must be demonstrated to patients and
the medical community. Failure to do so will risk the commoditization of imaging and places radiology in an unfavorable position as health care continues to transition to accountable, bundled
care. Several opportunities for increased recognition exist in
many of our practices. Multidisciplinary care conferences, including tumor boards and rounds, serve as an opportunity for radiologists to demonstrate their value within the overall care team by
providing an opportunity to synthesize a patient’s imaging history
and suggest additional imaging studies as needed.
In addition, maintaining and developing technology for direct
access to radiology reports and images through patient portals
provides increased exposure. However, currently, most radiologists do not create reports with the patient audience in mind.
Moving forward, radiologists and their reports must be cognizant
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of this new audience.7 Finally, achieving the visibility needed will
no doubt require radiologists to leave the reading room and directly interact with patients. In the new paradigm of decentralized
reading rooms within clinics, patients and referring physicians
may be more accessible than ever before.8

CONCLUSIONS
Although many clinicians, administrators, and patients may be
relatively unaware of the radiologist’s valuable role in delivering
health care, the services radiologists provide in acquiring quality
images, image interpretation, and consultation have been recognized as integral aspects of the physician work component in the
Medicare resource-based relative value scale (RBRVS) payment
system. Under the RBRVS system, a physician’s work is measured
by the technical skill, physical effort, required mental effort, judgment, stress due to the potential risk to the patient, and time it
takes to perform the service.9 However, many opportunities exist
for radiologists to improve and demonstrate the value they provide to patients and the health care system. Recent and future
changes to the health care environment, including increased emphasis on value and accountable care, provide unprecedented imperative and opportunity to do so.
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